MD-3010II Ground Search Metal Detector
UNDERGROUND SEARCHING
HOBBY METAL DETECTOR
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LCD display(with light
easey to view at night)
Detect All,have different
indicuators for gold,
sliver, iron
Headphone jack support
8 inch search coil(search
the exact location of
buried objects)
Adjustable stem &
armrest(Let you use the
detector in great
comfort)
Cushioned Handgrip
Arm rest(Prevent
damage when placing on
grount)
Padded Armset(Prevent
Falling when holding)

Attention: The view on LCD display only the material is purity can show on precise target icons, and if the item
you detect is not purity it will show on approximate range.
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MD3010II:
Securina MD3010II metal detector could be the start of an exciting new hobby. It can be used to find missing
or lost coins, pieces of jewelry and other metal objects. You also can find lots of bottle caps, metal pull tabs
and foil wrap. MD3010II metal detector owns high sensitivity.
Securina MD3010II Underground Metal Detector Gold Digger, has a LCD display with backlight, can find all
kinds of metal objects easily. It has an added light, which makes you can hunt in the dark and at night.
Moreover, there is a tone sounds whenever an item is picked up, and volume through the speaker or
headphones can be adjusted. In addition, the hidden cable is retractable, which makes it easy to extend the
detector.

Technical Parameters:
Voltage

6 x 1.5V AA

Working Frequency

7.5KHZ

Working Current

150mA

Working Voltage

7.2-9.6V

Operating Temperature

-20 DEG C ~+60 DEG C

Sensitivity

200mm can measure 50 cents

Instructions

LCD mode/Sound mode(Visual and
Audiable)

Telescopic length

42.5-52.3 inches

Probe Diameter

8.3 inches

Color

yellow

Weight

1.85kg

Packing Weight

1.92kg

Packing Size

550(L) x 205(W) x 130(H)mm
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